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Abstract — The development of the drivetrain for a new 

series of urban electric buses is presented in the paper. The 

traction and design properties of several drive variants are 

compared. The efficiency of the drive was tested using 

simulation calculations of the vehicle rides based on data 

from real bus lines in Prague. The results of the design work 

and simulation calculations are presented in the paper. 

Keywords — Electric Bus; traction battery; simulation 

calculation; drive concept. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The main goals of the project can be summarized as 
follows: 

1. Proposal of a new concept for a drivetrain with 
increased efficiency. 

2. Specify the main parameters of the drivetrain 
components. 

3. Verification through simulation and optimization 
of the parameters for the drivetrain components 
(simulation of vehicle driving in real routes, 
evaluation of traction and energy parameters). 

4. Specify battery cell parameters. 

5. Verify experimentally the properties of 
considered battery cells and the measurement 
results in the use of simulation calculations. 

6. Proposal of the electromechanical converter 
design. 

7. Proposal regarding the construction and control 
of the converter part. 

8. Proposal regarding the construction of battery 
equipment and battery management system. 

9. Implement the drive unit and the converter 
equipment. 

10. Perform laboratory tests of the drive unit and 
converter equipment. 

11. Install the drive system, converter equipment, 
and battery on the vehicle. 

12. Realize commissioning of the drive system. 

13. Conduct extensive testing and evaluation of the 
system. 

The Faculty of Mechanical Engineering of CTU in 
Prague is mainly involved in activities 1 to 5, 10 and 13 of 
the mentioned above points. At present, the activities in 
points 1, 2, 3 are currently being processed. An 
experimental background for testing battery cells 
according to point 5 has been implemented. 

II. ELECTROBUS POWER SUPPLY STRUCTURE 

The structure of the electric bus drivetrain is relatively 
simple and standard. The input DC circuit of the traction 
inverter is supplied from the rechargeable battery via a 
bidirectional DC / DC converter which supplies the three-
phase motor. There is a system of mechanical energy 
transfer to the axle. 

The DC / DC converter is used to adjust the voltage 
levels of the battery and the input of the traction inverter. 
At the same time, it stabilizes the input voltage of the 
inverter and eliminates battery voltage fluctuations due to 
its discharge and voltage drop at the internal resistance. 

The traction inverter has a standard connection; it is a 
three-phase bridge with six IGBTs and six flyback diodes. 
The traction inverter forms an output three-phase system 
using pulse width modulation (PWM).  

The innovation compared to current SOR electric buses, 
which are equipped with traction induction motors, is the 
vision to use a permanent magnet synchronous motor 
(PMSM). Using a PMSM can be characterized in the 
following points: 

• Smaller dimensions and weight compared to 
induction motor. 

• Larger torque overload than an induction motor (up 
to 3×). 

• Instantaneous response for the transition to 
electrodynamics’ brake due to permanent magnet 
excitation. 

• The necessity of solution of motor disconnection in 
case of traction circuit faults (magnetic flux is 
permanent in motor). 

A dominant feature of PMSM compared to induction 
motors is the reduction of dimensions and weight. Several 
differences are compared to the asynchronous motor, also 
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in the solution of the torque control structure and the 
necessity of using the rotor angle sensor. This issue was 
previously addressed in [6]. 

A conceptual issue that has not yet been resolved is the 
concept of transferring mechanical energy from the 
electric motor shaft to the axle. An axle gearbox is used in 
each case. Further, the structure of mechanical 
transmission may be processed via two options: 

1. Transmission from the motor shaft directly to the 
input axle transmissions. 

2. Inserting a shiftable gearbox between the engine 
and axle transmission. 

In the case of a shiftable gearbox, two gear reductions 
are considered. The first gear reduction with the transfer 
gear embedded 1.8 and the second gear reduction where 
the torque is transmitted from the engine directly to the 
input axle transmission i.e. with the first gear. The 
insertion of a shiftable gearbox complicates the design and 
deteriorates driving characteristics, especially the pulling 
and braking forces of the gear shift. On the other hand, 
using a shiftable gearbox provides background for smaller 
dimensions and weight of the motor to achieve a higher 
climbing rate and use of a lower voltage. Support for the 
decision on the final version is obtained by simulation 
calculations of the vehicle on specific routes. 

III. SPECIFICATION OF MAIN DRIVE PARAMETERS 

When designing the main drive and motor parameters, 
it is necessary to take into account the main requirements 
of the vehicle and other limiting requirements given by the 
design of both mechanical and electrical parts. For a quick 
calculation of basic parameters, especially for the electric 
motor, the calculation of parameters in the MS EXCEL 
was prepared at CTU Faculty of Mechanical Engineering. 
The calculation assume the use of a permanent magnet 
synchronous motor (PMSM). The following values are 
entered as input variables: 

• Limit voltage Umax, which is limited primarily by 
the voltage level of the power semiconductor 
components of the traction converter. The 
maximum voltage is limited to 1000 V for safety 
reasons and mainly for reasons of legislation, so 
that people trained for low voltage could work on 
that equipment. 

• Total mechanical gear reduction ratio itotal is 
specified as the product of individual gearbox gear 
ratio. 

• The total efficiency of the transmission ηtotal is the 
product of both gearboxes efficiency. 

• Wheel radius rw. 

• Maximum vehicle speed vmax. 

• The relative speed of the motor to field weakening 
related to the maximum motor speed nFluxweakening. 

• The relative voltage drop across R and L on motor 
impedance ΔURLrel at a nominal speed of the motor. 

• Weight of the vehicle mv.  

• Climbing rate of the vehicle in %. 

• Vehicle acceleration at maximum climb. 

• The sum of the driving resistances of vehicle Fdr in 
addition to the resistance from acceleration and 
resistance from the climb (air resistance, rolling 
resistance, resistances in vehicle components) – is 

given as constant, approximate, value and applies 
approximately to start and for low speed. 

• Rotational mass coefficient ξ. 

• Motor overload capacity pM as the ratio of 
maximum and nominal torque. 

• Motor efficiency ηM – estimate. 

• Motor power factor cosφn – estimate. 

• Maximum and minimum cell voltage battery 
Ucellmax and Ucellmin. 

• Maximum battery voltage Ubatmax. 

• Inverter efficiency ηInv – estimate. 

The calculation is based on the definition of the motor 
nominal values (voltage, current, torque) with which the 
motor can be operated indefinitely and on the overload 
limit values where it can operate for a limited time. If the 
motor is running in overload, the operation time is 
dependent on the amount of instantaneous overload. Due 
to the vector control torque motor structure, the equality of 
torque and current overload is assumed in the calculation. 
This equality applies exactly when flux weakening is not 
used. In flux weakening this equality is approximate. With 
the increasing speed at constant current overload, the 
torque overload decreases. 

The calculation procedure is discussed in literature [1], 
[7]. Based on calculations 18 options of electric motors 
and gearboxes parameters were determined, and from 
these ten options, two priority options were selected. One 
with shiftable gearbox, the other with fixed torque 
transmission from motor to the axle gearbox input. The 
options can be characterized by the following main 
parameters: 

 

Fixed gear variant: 

Nominal motor power   161 kW 

Vehicle climb rate   20 %  

Vehicle weight    19.4 t  

Voltage limit    750 V 

Maximum vehicle speed   80 km/h  

Total gear ratio (on axle)  7.36  

Acceleration at maximum climb  0.1 m/s2  

Nominal torque of motor  917 Nm 

Nominal speed of motor   1683 rpm  

Maximum speed of motor  3367 rpm 

Nominal voltage of motor  392 V 

Nominal current of motor  251 A 

Torque and current overload  3.23 

 

Shiftable gearbox variant: 

Nominal motor power   135 kW 

Vehicle climb rate   22 % 

Vehicle weight    19.4 t 

Voltage limit    750 V  

Maximum vehicle speed   90 km/h 

Total gear ratio (axle+shiftable gearbox) 13.25 

Acceleration at maximum climb  0.1 m/s2  

Nominal torque of motor  620 Nm 

Nominal speed of motor   2084 rpm 
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Maximum speed of motor  3789 rpm 

Nominal voltage of motor  324 V 

Nominal current of motor  281 A 

Torque and current overload  3 

Preferred shifting speed   50 km/h 

 

On comparison of the two variants, the shiftable 
gearbox has a smaller nominal power and smaller nominal 
current of the motor (323 A compared to 434 A) which 
makes the construction of the electric equipment simpler 
and quicker. On the other hand, the mechanical 
construction is more complicated. Also, the drops in the 
pulling and braking force during shifting are problematic. 
This gear shifting takes about 0.5 s. 

IV. CIRCUIT SOLUTION AND CONTROLLED PULSE  

RECTIFIER FUNCTION 

A simulation model for the calculation of bus behavior 
on defined routes was prepared. It was implemented for a 
detailed evaluation of the traction and energy properties of 
the drive unit. The input parameters of the model are: 

• Route parameters (stops, speeds, slopes). 

• Vehicle and drive unit parameters (weight, motor 
parameters, gear ratios, driving resistances). 

The whole calculation is based mainly on the numerical 
solution of the vehicle motion equation. 

The efficiency map is the basis for motor losses 
calculation. It is determined from the motor nameplate 
according to [1]. For illustrative purposes, Fig. 1 shows an 
efficiency map for a variable speed gear motor. 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Efficiency map of the motor with shiftable gearbox. 

A rather complicated problem was the determination of 
the detailed route parameters, especially on the slope. The 
initial data was obtained via GPS. The route elevation was 
calculated from the height profile and the slope of route 
further from that. The route slope was determined from 
the height profile by parts of linear interpolation dividing 
into 20 linear sections. For further calculations, the route 
slope in a given linear section is considered to be constant. 
These simplifications are made in order to eliminate noise 
in the measured altitude data. Fig. 2 shows an example of 
the measured and linearized slope. 

Tab. 1 illustrates examples of energy consumption 
calculations for two routes. 

 

TABLE I.  
EXAMPLES OF SIMULATION CALCULATIONS – DRIVING WITH A NON-SHIFTABLE GEARBOX 

Route Length 

(km) 

Consumption 

(kWh)  

Without the slope 

Consumption 

(kWh/100km)  

Without the slope  

Consumption 

(kWh)  

With the slope  

Consumption 

(kWh/100km)  

With the slope 

Cycle SORT 2  0,937 0,78 83,3 – – 

Na Knížecí −> 

Jinonice, line 

137 

4,73 2,7 57 5,8 122,6 

Na Knížecí −> 

Jinonice, line 

137, trip 2  

4,73 2,2 46,5 5,9 124,7 

Na Knížecí −> 

Jinonice, line 

137, trip 3 

4,73 2,7 57 5,8 122,6 

Na Knížecí −> 

Jinonice, line 

137, trip 4 

4,73 2,2 46,5 5,9 124,7 

Smíchovské 

nádraží −> 

Sídliště Zbraslav 

13,2 9,2 69,7 
Slope is not 

available 

Slope is not 

available 
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Fig. 2. Route profile – measured and linear interpolation,  

route “Na Knížecí” ==> “Jinonice”, bus line 137. 

 

Fig. 3. Speed profile –measured and linear sections,  

route “Na Knížecí” ==> “Jinonice”, bus line 137. 

V. HIGH CAPACITY CELL TESTING FOR  

TRACTION BATTERY 

Battery cell parameters potentially usable for traction 
battery of the electric bus have been tested. Three types of 
cells are considered – cylindrical cells NMC with capacity 
2 Ah, cylindrical cells NMC with capacity 3.2 Ah and flat 
cells NMC with capacity 150 Ah. The testing system for 
150 Ah cells which is technically more complicated will 
be presented here. 

This section will demonstrate an innovative way of 
solving problems of high current source and load with 
constant current demand regulation. The task was to 
measure the charging / discharging characteristics of the 
150 Ah battery Lion cell with a nominal voltage of 3.7 V. 
The requirement was to charge and discharge the battery 
with a constant current 1 A. The initial idea was to use a 
modified welding inverter. However, we had to leave this 
solution according to the problematic availability of the 
source for 150 Ah of continuous load. Moreover, current 
control for such a low voltage was uncertain with the 
welding source. Another possible solution was to use 
a 3×400 / 6 V, 600 VA transformer with a rectifier. To 
obtain the output DC voltage, a six-pulse two-way 3-phase 
block rectifier with diodes ČKD Polovodiče D200/800 
was used. For current control, a frequency converter 
Danfoss VLT FC 302 in scalar mode was used. A 
feedback signal from DC / DC current converter 5000:1 
LEM LT500-T is connected to the input of current 
converter for feedback. 

 
Fig. 4. Overall scheme for battery cell measurement 150 Ah. 

For constant current discharge, a steel wire resistor of 
2.4 mm diameter is used. The resistor value was selected 
to have the desired current passing through it when heated 
to approximately 400 °C with voltage of 4.2 V. The 
resistor was cooled with an axial fan. When the battery 
voltage is reduced, the value of current and losses on the 
resistor is also reduced. Thus the resistance decreases and 
the current increases. For precise adjusting of the 
discharge current, the controller regulates the fan speed 
and thus the load resistor cooling and its resistance. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Recorded charging and discharging process of the cell. 

The possibility of non-conventional use of frequency 
converter as a control unit for a current source for battery 
charging and at the same time the possibility of regulating 
the discharge current by changing the temperature of the 
load resistor has been experimentally demonstrated. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The considered variants are a drivetrain with the 
shiftable gearbox but with shifting minimization or with 
no shifting and driving with a permanently engaged gear 
1 (urban traffic) or 2 (intercity traffic in the flat section of 
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track). At the same time, the specification of the 
rechargeable battery is prepared on the basis of energy 
simulation calculations. 
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Abstract — This paper discusses the methods of optimal 

IIR filter FPGA implementation. The methods are focused 

on the reduction of occupied resources and increasing data 

throughput. Higher demands on an internal controller 

complexity are successfully solved by utilizing 

programmable microcode controller. The novelty of SOS 

core and its capabilities are presented and different variants 

of SOS core are assessed. The workflow of IIR filter design 

using MATLAB considering rounded coefficient method is 

demonstrated. 

Keywords — digital filters, FPGA, high throughput, 

IIR filter, microcode, MSOSps, Second Order Section. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) digital filter 

design is well known for decades and a great variety of 

Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) and CMOS 

process implementations have been published. 

Nevertheless, the performance of published IIR filter [1], 

[2] implementations in proportion to occupied FPGA 

fabric resources do not reach optimal levels. This is 

particularly important for mid-range FPGAs where a non-

optimal design of a simple IIR filter can easily deplete 

FPGA resources. One of the ways how to reduce the logic 

complexity and resources demands to implement an IIR 

filter is to fit arithmetical resources optimally to 

requirements of the given signal. Time sharing of the 

FPGA most valuable resources is the other way how to 

reach higher performance. Dividing of complex IIR 

filters into 2nd Order Sections (SOS) helps in both cases 

[3], [4].  

II. SOS COMPUTATION COMPLEXITY 

Referring to Fig. 1 it can be seen that for implementing 

of 2nd order IIR filter it is necessary to multiply with four 

different constants (b1, b2, a1, a2) and add five values 

(x(n), x(n1)·b1, x(n2)·b2, y(n1)·a1, y(n2)·a2) and 

accumulate them. 

The values used for computation are filter input values 

x(n), x(n1), x(n2) and filter output values y(n1) and 

y(n2). The output value y(n) have to be saved for next 

computation.  

Assuming that the filter input value x(n) must be also 

stored somewhere, the whole 2nd order IIR digital filter 

requires six memory elements (word bit width according 

to requested arithmetical accuracy).  

 

Fig. 1. General 2nd order IIR digital filter. 

Mentioned general 2nd order IIR digital filter can be 

considered as a basic building SOS block of all other 

more complex IIR filters.  

According to conventional design methods and fabric 

resources of mid-range FPGA (Spartan-6 family by 

Xilinx Inc. can be considered as an example of mid-range 

FPGA) one SOS consuming 4 multipliers and 4 adders in 

case of using recursion. That means 144 D-type flip-flops 

in rather common 24 bit arithmetic, not mentioning 

pipeline registers at this place. The computing of one 

value would take one system clock, specifically on 

Spartan-6, computing frequency can exceed 100 MHz, 

although this design speed is not necessary for many 

applications. On the other side, designs with more 2nd 

Order Sections for implementation of higher order IIR 

filters or more individual digital filters imply structure 

replication and spending multiple resources. 

In applications where filter sample frequency versus 

design frequency ratio allows it the adders and the 

multipliers can be time multiplexed (see Fig. 2) and the 

memory places can be shared between 2nd Order Sections 

(see Fig. 3). For the purpose of researching, the amount 

of resources used for computation of one 2nd Order 

Section MSOSps (Mega SOS per second) was defined. 

One multiplier and one adder in mid-range FPGA 

possibly carry out 12.5 to 20 MSOSps at 100MHz 

frequency according to pipeline length and controller 

complexity. For higher MSOSps performance utilizing of 

more adders and multipliers is necessary.  
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Fig. 2: Time multiplexed computation of SOS. 

If the computation is processed in time multiplex with 

the adder (the accumulator) the length of accumulation 

determines the ratio between the amount of data stored 

and data fetched periodically in each clock cycle; the 

amount of data stored is constant and the amount of data 

fetched necessarily is even with adder and multiplier data 

flow i.e. one data word regardless of its particular bit 

length. The IIR filter consists of series of 2nd Order 

Sections. The internal 2nd Order Sections (not the first, 

not the last in the series) need to store five times less 

amount of data than read – one storage per five fetches 

and accumulate cycles. The first SOS input data and the 

last SOS output data have to be stored somewhere too, 

but we neglect it for now. Instead of using discrete D-

type flip-flop in FPGA fabric it is more efficient to use 

addressable memory because the amount of data stored 

and fetched in each clock cycle is small (up to one word). 

Considering Spartan-6 FPGA there are two possibilities 

of addressable memory. The first is distributed memory 

(special mode of Configurable Logic Blocks 

configuration memory) with 64x1 bit granularity which 

can be used for filters with sample rates from ones to tens 

Msps or equivalently ones MSOSps at design frequency 

100 MHz. The other is block RAM (BRAM) with the 

capacity of 18 kbit each and configurable organization of 

port width from 1 to 36 bits.  

 

Fig. 3. Resource sharing between SOS's. 

 

 

Considering the ideal fill, one BRAM can support up 

to 168 SOS's (in this extreme case, it is necessary to 

implement arithmetic in modulus 3 which is not 

particularly efficient for the FPGA implementation and 

all SOS's share the memory places with exception of the 

first one and the last one) what implies sample frequency 

in hundreds ksps. 

With appropriate controller, this concept does not 

restrict implementation to just one filter but allows 

compute different filters for possibly different channels in 

one SOS cell based on one RAM, one multiplier and one 

adder, see Fig. 4. In a straightforward way, the sampling 

is simultaneous on all inputs so data comes 

synchronously but the controller can cover cases with 

different but commensurable sample rates or even with 

incommensurable sample rates. 

TABLE I.  
SOS CORE THROUGHPUT AND RESOURCE UTILIZATION 

 Spartan-6 at 100 MHz 

1 multiplier and 1 adder 12.5 to 20 MSOSps 

distributed memory suitable up to 10 SOS / sample 

BRAM 512×361 suitable up to 64 to 168 SOS / sample 

BRAM 1024×182 suitable up to 128 to 339 SOS / sample 

III. CONTROLLER MICROCODE IMPLEMENTATION 

Controller can be designed and implemented with 

common FSM design techniques (VHDL for example) 

but this way is complicated and gives unsatisfactory 

results in FPGA timing and space occupation; future 

modifications are complicated. As a more efficient way, 

the controller can be designed utilizing a program counter 

and RAM (BRAM in case of Spartan-6). A simple 

assembler language is suitable for writing controller 

microcode.  

Table 2 displays example of computation two SOS's 

for one signal channel. The first section z-domain transfer 

function H(z) is: 

 𝐻(𝑧) =
Y(z)

X(z)
=

1−
11

8
𝑧−1+𝑧−2

1−
13

8
𝑧−1+

7

8
𝑧−2

 (1) 

 

Fig. 4. SOS cell with programmable controller. 

 

 

 

                                                           
1 Suitable for up to fixed-point int36 or single precision floating-

point  
2 Suitable for up to fixed-point int18 or half precision floating-point  
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The second section z-domain transfer function H(z) is: 

 𝐻(𝑧) =
Y(z)

X(z)
=

1−
5

4
𝑧−1+𝑧−2

1−
5

4
𝑧−1+

1

2
𝑧−2

 (2) 

TABLE II.  
AN EXAMPLE OF CONTROLLER MICROCODE 

IN SIMPLE ASSEMBLER LANGUAGE 

input&store port(0), ram(0.0) 

load ram(0.0), c=1/1 
acc ram(0.2), c=−11/8 

acc ram(0.1), c=1/1 

acc ram(1.2), c=13/8 
acc&store ram(1.1), c=−7/8, ram(1.0) 

load ram(1.0), c=1/1 

acc ram(1.2), c=-5/4 
acc ram(1.1), c=1/1 

acc ram(2.2), c=5/4 

acc&store&output ram(2.1), c=−1/2, ram(2.0), port(0) 
next3 

 

IV. FILTER DESIGN AND OPTIMIZATION WORKFLOW 

A. Allowed Poles and Zeros Locations 

The most important part of the design of particular IIR 

filter is coefficient set. The width of multipliers increases 

demands for resources so the design aim is to minimize 

coefficient mantissa widths. The goal of the method of 

rounded coefficients is to obtain such coefficients that 

lead to multiplication and division by small integer 

numbers. Coefficient optimization is crucial otherwise 

unpredictable results can occur. 

Fig. 5 displays possible pole locations for constants a1, 

a2 obtained as n/8 where n is integer. Because poles are 

complex conjugate, always symmetrical, the picture 

includes only the upper half of the complex plane. 

For complex conjugate poles p1,2 = c ± di (and the 

same for zeros n1,2) holds: 

 (𝑧 − 𝑝1)(𝑧 − 𝑝2) = 𝑧 + 𝑎1𝑧
−1 + 𝑎2𝑧

−2, (3) 

where 𝑎1 = −2𝑐 = −2ℜ(𝑝1,2) and 𝑎2 = 𝑐2 + 𝑑2 =

|𝑝1,2|
2
. 

Because of these properties, allowed pole locations are 

grouped in columns with the same real part and in 

concentric circles with the same magnitude. 

B. Poles and Zeros Location Optimization 

For given filter poles and zeroes can be obtained using 

MATLAB with the command  

[z,p,k]=cheby2(4,20,3/10);  

Table 3 contains obtained and rounded coefficients and 

poles and zeros locations. 

Fig. 6 displays the results of the original given filter 

and filter with rounded coefficients. According to the 

figure, the filter has too high attenuation in the region 

between 1/10 to 2/10 π·rad/sample. 

Other parameters of the filter meet expectations. The 

attenuation in mentioned region is dominated by pole 

pairs p1,2 from Table 3. 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. Pole locations for constants n/8. 

TABLE III.  
POLES AND ZEROS LOCATIONS 

 exact location n/8 coefficients rounded locations 

  first iteration of rounding 

p1,2 0.3023 ± 0.2725i a1 = −5/8; a2 = 1/8 0.3125 ± 0.1654i 

z1,2 −0.2787 ± 0.9604i b1 = 4/8; b2 = 1 −0.25 ± 0.9682i 

p3,4 0.6015 ± 0.5783i a1 = −9/8; a2 = 6/8 0.5625 ± 0.6585i 

z3,4 0.5336 ± 0.8458i b1 = −1; b2 = 1 0.5 ± 0.866i 

TABLE IV.  
POLE PAIR P1,2 RELOCATION 

 p |p|2 = a2 arg p 

original p1,2 0.3023 ± 0.2725i 0.1656 ±0.7337 

relocated p1,2 0.3125 ± 0.1654i 0.125 ±0.4868 

 

Poles cause peaks in the magnitude transfer charac-

teristics of a filter. An argument (arg p) determines the 

frequency of a peak whereas an absolute value (abs p) 

determines the magnitude of the peak. 

Rounding quoted in Table 4 moves the pole pair p1,2 

towards lower frequency and lower magnitude. 

Fig. 7 displays other five possible relocations of the 

pole pair p1,2 using constants n/8. Better results can be 

obtained with a pole pair with different absolute value 

and argument combination. 

 

Fig. 6. Influence of coefficients rounding on filter. 
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Fig. 7. Other possible pole pair p1,2 relocations. 

Fig. 8 shows frequency response of the original filter 

and two other filters with alternative pole pairs p1,2 

locations. The most suitable results yield the pole 

[1 6/8 2/8]. 

In the matter of zeros, it is interesting to note that many 

IIR filter design methods place zeros on the complex unit 

circle (b2 = 1), the only remaining parameter is then b1. 

The smallest resolution occurs for filters with very low or 

very high3 cutting frequencies. Therefore the method of 

rounded coefficients is not sufficient for filters with cut 

off frequency too much low or too much high in 

comparison to sample frequency. In the case of low 

frequencies, there might help to decimate the signal first 

or process the signal via a filter with the finite response 

(FIR), moving average filter or sinck filter can be a good 

candidate.  

Implementation of the filter which operates on the 

decimated signal causes the poles and zeros are moved to 

higher values of arg p. Moreover, filter with poles close 

to the complex unity circle has higher demands for 

accumulation accuracy. 

C. Overall Filter Gain 

Every 2nd Order Section has its DC gain g:  

 𝑔 =
𝑏0+𝑏1+𝑏2

𝑎0+𝑎1+𝑎2
 (4) 

Implementation of IIR filter with accumulator and 

microcode requires that a0 = 1. Because b0 is a parameter 

that can be chosen, the overall gain of all 2nd Order 

Section (whole filter) can be set to match the final filter 

realization. For example, the gain of all sections can be 

matched to 2n so it is possible to divide the output of the 

filter just by shifting right. 

Resolution of placement of zeros on the complex unit 

circle can be improved by replacing coefficient b0 = b2 to 

some other value than 1.  

Regarding the fact that b1/b0 ratio need not be only n/2k 

but can reach other values n/k (for example 5/7, 6/7, 8/9) 

zero pairs can be selected from a finer set on complex 

unity circle.  

 

 

 

                                                           
3 Near Nyquist frequency (sample frequency / 2) 

 

Fig. 8. Influence of relocation of the pole pair p1,2. 

D.  Risk of Arithmetical Overflow 

If it is guaranteed that the output of 2nd Order Section 

accumulator does not overflow (after the last 

accumulation has been done), there is no need to check 

overflow during the accumulation process assuming the 

accumulator uses two's complement representation. The 

maximal overshoot for each 2nd Order Section should be 

determined by simulation using step response. For the 

best results, SOS with the highest gain and the lowest 

overshoot should be placed first in series of SOS for 

reaching smaller rounding error (gain) and more 

arithmetical resources used by valid signal (overshoot). 

V. CONCLUSION 

Modern mid-range FPGAs can process IIR filters on  

very high throughput. IIR filter need not be designed with 

floating point arithmetic and with full fixed-point or 

floating-point multipliers. For a great number of filters 

with cutting frequencies in a reasonable ratio to the 

sampling frequency, the poles and zeros locations can be 

optimized so that IIR filter coefficients are round 

numbers whose multiplication can be realized without a 

complex multiplier. Utilizing the microcode controller 

and creating time multiplex allow recycling the FPGA 

fabric of IIR 2nd Order Section cell in a highly effective 

way for filtering more signals with different filter 

coefficients. 
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Abstract — Railway traction vehicles need to transfer 

high tractive effort from wheels to rails. The task is 

complicated because the maximum transferable force 

continuously changes during the train run, and the change 

can lead to the high wheels slip velocity or slippage. The 

effects are undesirable and must be prevented if it is 

possible or at least limited by slip controllers. There have 

been several slip controllers developed based on different 

principles with different degree of complexity and efficiency. 

The paper summarises principles of the slip control methods 

and brings their overview with the simulation of their 

behaviour. 

Keywords — adhesion, railway, traction, wheel slip control. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The modern railway vehicles can transport a large 
number of cargo or passengers to long distance. To be 
possible to reach the high tractive effort that is required by 
cargo trains or high speed required by passengers trains 
the force from wheels to rails have to be transferred 
effectively. The requirement is obvious, but due to the 
steel contact areas between wheels and rails, it can be 
challenging to fulfil it, especially during bad weather 
because the force that can be transmitted between wheels 
and rails depends on the adhesion that is closely linked 
with the rails surface conditions thus with the weather. 
The locomotives are designed to fully utilise all available 
adhesion during good conditions when the adhesion 
coefficient has a high value. However, when the 
conditions become worse, the locomotive can produce 
higher tractive force than the force that can be transferred 
by the wheel-rail contact. If the force is not limited, the 
slippage of the wheels is the result in the case. The 
slippage is undesirable because it increases wear of 
wheels and rails [1] and can damage mechanical parts of 
the locomotive bogie in the worst cases. Once slippage is 
created, it must be suppressed by the massive tractive 
force decrease. If the force is decreased many times, the 
train can gain delay [2] or even suck at the track. The 
problem was solved by the gradual development of many 
types of slip controllers. The early controllers were 
protections that eliminate the slippage if it occurs. The 
modern ones can prevent slippage occurrence by early 
regulatory intervention. The problem with the force 
transfer have all railway vehicles not only locomotives. 
However, other railway traction vehicles like multiple 
units have a higher number of driven wheelsets and reach 
lower force. Therefore, their maximum force requires 
lower adhesion, and the slippage occurs when the rails 
surface conditions are very adverse. 

The slip controllers for railway traction vehicles are 
developed for many decades, and their development still 

continues. The new or improved slip controllers are 
developed because the slip control problem is not 
sufficiently solved. The slip controller basic purpose is to 
enable the maximum force transfer by the wheel-rails 
contact area if the required force is higher than the 
maximum transferable force due to an adhesion limitation. 
The slip controller must also keep the slip velocity, i.e. 
difference between wheel circumference velocity and its 
longitudinal velocity, at an acceptable value to limit wear 
of wheels and rails. Therefore, the slip controller has to 
change the required tractive force to fulfil the 
requirements continuously. Moreover, to the modern slip 
controllers are put new demands like suspension of 
torsional vibrations that occur in the wheelset mechanical 
system, and the torsional vibrations amplitude is 
connected with the adhesion. Although the slip controllers 
are developed for decades, their summary is missing, or it 
is incomplete. Therefore, the paper summarises the most 
common slip controller principles and describes modern 
and perspective slip controllers in more detail. 

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. The 
adhesion phenomenon and its influence to the tractive 
force transfer by the wheel-rail contact are described in 
the next chapter because the adhesion is essential for the 
slip controller operation and design. The slip controllers 
overview and detailed description of the most used is 
described next. Finally, the simulation of the selected slip 
controllers is described. 

II. ADHESION AND FORCES 

The adhesion is crucial for the tangential force transfer 
between wheels and rails during traction or braking. 
Therefore the description of the slip controllers is 
preceded the description of the adhesion. The tangential 
force can be expressed as follows. 

 𝐹T = μ ⋅ 𝑊 ⋅ 𝑔 (1) 

Where FT is a tangential force, μ is an adhesion 
coefficient, W is an adhesion weight, and g is the gravity 
acceleration. 

The value of the adhesion coefficient depends on many 
parameters like wheel slip velocity, train longitudinal 
velocity and conditions on rails surface. The slip velocity 
is a difference between the wheel circumference velocity 
and its longitudinal velocity. The circumference velocity 
can be measured by incremental encoders mounted on 
wheels or motor. However, to determine the longitudinal 
velocity is difficult when all wheels are driven, and the 
velocity has to be calculated by some averaging or has to 
be estimated in this case. The slip velocity is necessary for 
the tangential force transmission between the wheel and 
the rail. Therefore, every driven or braked wheel has to 
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have different circumference velocity from its longitudinal 
velocity, thus slip velocity [3]. Examples of the 
dependence of the adhesion coefficient on the slip velocity 
for different adhesion conditions are depicted in Fig. 1 and 
wheel with depicted forces and velocities are depicted in 
Fig. 2. The adhesion characteristic can be divided into the 
two areas from the electric drive control point of view. 
The first area of the characteristic is called a stable area, 
and the area is from zero value of the slip velocity to 
approximately 2 km∙h-1 [4]. The area is called stable 
because the slip controller can work in the area without 
any controller reaction. An unstable area is located behind 
the stable area. Between the areas is located the maximum 
point of the characteristic. The maximum point moves to 
higher slip velocities and lowers adhesion coefficient 
values when the rail surface conditions are getting worse. 
The goal of the slip controller is to keep the slip velocity 
in the stable area in passenger trains or multiple units case 
and the stable area or not far from the peak value in the 
unstable area in freight trains [5]. 

 

Fig. 1 Example of the adhesion characteristics for different rail surface 

conditions 

 

Fig. 2 Wheel and applied forces and velocities 

From the previous description, it is clear that the slip 
velocity affects the value of the actual adhesion coefficient 
from zero to the maximum value. However, the conditions 
of the rail surface, train velocity and temperature affect the 
maximum value of the adhesion coefficient and position 
of the maximum point on the adhesion characteristic. The 
influence of the rail surface conditions are random and 
cannot be predicted. The adhesion coefficient can reach 
values from 0.05 to 0.4 due to the rail surface changes [6]. 
Moreover, the adhesion changes approximately every few 
meters even when the wheatear is unchangeable. On the 
other hand, the effect of the velocity is described by well-
known Curtius and Kniffler formula [6]. The maximum 
value of the adhesion coefficient decreased with increased 
velocity according to the formula. 

The second parameter from (1) that affects the value of 
the tangential force is the adhesion weight. The value of 
the adhesion weight changes when the dynamic motions 

of the locomotive occur e.g. pitches or bounces. These 
phenomena are related to the locomotive mechanical 
parameters, values of the tractive effort, load, changes of 
the tractive effort and track parameters. 

III. SLIP CONTROLLERS 

The slip control methods can be sorted into several 
groups according to their principle of operation [7] or 
target railway vehicle [5], but not exactly given slip 
control methods classification is presented in the 
literature. Generally, the slip control methods can be 
sorted into a forerunner of the modern slip controllers to 
the re-adhesion controllers and the slip controllers with 
different level of regulation quality and principles [8]. 
Proposed slip control methods classification that takes into 
account the methods evolutionary and principle of the 
operation is depicted in Fig. 3. Some of the methods from 
the picture are also described in [9] in detail. 

 

Fig. 3 Proposed slip control methods sortation 

The first of the slip control methods were re-adhesion 
controllers. The re-adhesion controllers work as a 
protection against the slippage when it occurs. They are 
typically based on the slip velocity comparison with a 
fixed predefined threshold. If the threshold is overstepped, 
the controller steeply decreases the tractive force. Another 
re-adhesion controller is based on the wheel acceleration 
comparison with a predefined threshold. These methods 
can simply fail due to slow slippage creation or by 
slippage of all wheelset. Another principle is based on the 
voltage or current difference between serially or in parallel 
connected motors. If the difference occurs, one wheelset is 
in slippage. The re-adhesion controllers cannot prevent the 
slippage creation and can only limit it. The re-adhesion 
controllers steeply decrease the tractive force when the 
slippage is detected, and after slippage suppression, it 
starts the force increase to the initial level. This behaviour 
often leads to another slippage creation, and the 
locomotive driver must decrease the required tractive 
force to prevent another slippage creation. 
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From the re-adhesion controllers, the first slip 
controllers were developed. This slip controllers control 
the slip velocity to a constant value. The value of the 
required slip velocity is set as the higher acceptable value 
on which slippage does not occur. The slip controller main 
disadvantage is low adhesion utilisation, and the slip 
velocity calculation is also problematic. The slip controller 
is often improved about acceleration protection to create a 
hybrid slip controller [10]. These slip controllers can be 
used as additional protection to the modern slip controllers 
to work as protection when they potentially fail. 

The modern slip controllers try to avoid slippage 
formation by preventive and continuous regulatory 
interventions. The modern slip controllers are based on the 
determination of the actual adhesion characteristic 
parameters. The determined parameters can be the 
maximum point location on the actual adhesion 
characteristic or slope of the actual characteristic. 
Moreover, the slip controller can be sorted according to 
the adhesion or slip detection mechanism. The slip 
controllers based on the slope determination requires 
knowledge of the adhesion parameters like adhesion 
coefficient or adhesion force. However, none of these 
parameters can be directly measured during train runs. 
Therefore, the slip controllers use estimation techniques to 
determine the value. The estimators can be disturbance 
observer [11] or some variant of the Kalman filter [12]. 
The different way how to determine the slope is based on 
a mechanical phenomenon that occurs in the torque 
transfer chain between electric motor and wheels, i.e. 
determination of a phase shift between motor torque and 
its velocity [13] or according to torsional vibrations [14]. 

Slip controllers that detect a maximum point position 
[15] can fully utilise the whole available adhesion, but 
they must permanently work in the unstable area of the 
adhesion characteristic. Therefore, the slip controllers 
require a highly dynamic electric drive. The main 
disadvantage of the slip controllers based on the principle 
is that they can cause some undesirable mechanical effects 
that are connected with stick-slip oscillations that occur 
when the operating point moves from the stable area to the 
unstable area and back [16]. 

There are also exists other slip controllers based on 
different principles described in the literature. Methods 
that evaluate noise [17], or use a Hilbert-Huang 
transformation [18]. However, the approaches are 
experimental. 

The explanation of the main difference between the 
selected principles of the slip controllers is depicted in 
Fig. 4. The figure shows a set of adhesion characteristics 
for different conditions of the surface of the rails and the 
positions of the operating points for different slip 
controllers principles when the maximum force has to be 
transferred. The simple slip controller control slip velocity 
to a constant can optimally work with the good adhesion 
characteristic. On the other hand, the modern slip 
controllers can work near the maximum point with good 
adhesion characteristic. However, the slip controller based 
on the adhesion characteristic slope detection as the only 
one can work with acceptable slip velocity value when the 
adhesion is adverse because the method that controls to 
the maximum point moves the operating point to 
unacceptable higher slip velocities when the adhesion is 
adverse. 

 

Fig. 4 Slip controllers principles comparison 

A. Adhesion Characteristic Slope Determination 

Because the slip controllers that estimates the adhesion 
characteristic slope is perspective, the principles of the 
slip controller are described in more detail in the 
subchapter. This group of methods is based on two 
different approaches. The first approach uses the adhesion 
estimation by a proper estimator according to slip velocity 
and applied force change. The second approach estimates 
adhesion according to the phase shift between motor 
angular velocity and wheel angular velocity. 

The slip controllers that estimates the adhesion 
characteristic slope according to adhesion estimation 
typically estimates the adhesion coefficient or force 
adhesion force and calculate a derivative of the adhesion 
force FA and the slip velocity vs. The derivative can be 
calculated as follows: 

 
d𝐹A

d𝑣S
= 0 (2) 

When (2) is met, the operating point is located in the 
maximum point of the adhesion characteristic. If the 
derivative is positive, the operating point is located in the 
stable area of the characteristic, and if the derivative is 
negative, the operating point is located in the unstable area 
of the characteristic. The slip controller can basically 
detect the maximum point of the adhesion characteristic. 
However, the controller structure has to be highly 
dynamic, and the usage of the speed controller is 
recommended. However, the speed controller is not a 
standard part of the locomotive control structure, and it 
would have to be installed. 

The possible estimators can be disturbance observers or 
the proper variant of the Kalman filter. The typically used 
disturbance observers are zero order, first order or full 
order. The difference between the observer orders lays in 
its complexity and accuracy. The simple disturbance 
observers can sometimes have problems with proper 
function [19]. More accurate results can be achieved by 
using a Kalman filter, extended Kalman filter or unscented 
Kalman filter [20]. The adhesion coefficient can also be 
estimated according to a wheel-rail contact area [21]. The 
slip controllers are based on a model of the contact area, 
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and an adaptive sliding mode controller is used for the 
control. However, the method was not verified. 

The general description of the slip controllers group is 
depicted in Fig. 5. The slip controller input is a required 
torque that is set by a train driver. The required torque is 
multiplied by a slip controller output value that is in a 
range from zero to one. Therefore, the slip controller can 
only limit the value. The decreased required torque is led 
to a torque controller block, and then to an electric drive 
block. The electric drive block output is measured motor 
or wheel velocity v and calculated motor torque. The 
motor torque is calculated by a motor controller. The 
torque and the velocity are led to the estimator block that 
estimates force. Then, a derivative is calculated. If the 
Kalman filter is used, the derivative cannot be calculated 
because the slope is the output of the Kalman filter. The PI 
controller output maintains the required torque value to be 
the PI controller input equal to zero or positive. The 
positive value is used more often to avoid the operating 
point oscillates around the maximum point. When the PI 
controller input is maintained at a positive value, the 
operating point is located in the stable area of the adhesion 
characteristic. 

 

Fig. 5 General principle of the slip controller that estimates adhesion 

characteristic slope by estimator  

The second approach is based on the measuring of the 
phase shift between the signal injected to the electric 
motor torque and its representation measured on wheel or 
motor angular velocity. The slip controller was initially 
presented in papers [13] and [22]. The slip controller 
requires adding a small periodic excitation torque signal to 
the required motor torque. The excitation torque causes 
oscillations of the motor torque and correspondingly 
angular speed. Between the motor torque oscillations and 
motor angular speed, a phase shift occurs. The phase shift 
is proportional to the actual adhesion characteristic slope. 
The principle of the slip controller is simple. The wheelset 
with electric drive creates a mechanical system with 
eigenfrequencies, and its poles are located in a stable 
position. However, the adhesion brings to the system 
additional damping that depends on the operating point 
position on the adhesion characteristic [23]. The additional 
damping changes the mechanical system parameters and 
causes the phase shift. The slip controller principle is 
described in [9]. 

The method general block diagram is depicted in Fig. 6. 
The block contains a generator of the excitation signal that 
is led to the electric drive. Basically, the signal can be 
added to the required torque in any part of the diagram. 
The applied torque and measured velocity are led to the 

angle calculation block diagram, and its output is led to 
the controller. 

 

Fig. 6 General principle of the slip controller that estimates adhesion 

characteristic slope phase shift between torque and velocity 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 

Simulation results for selected slip controllers for dry 
and wet rails are depicted in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 respectively. 
The upper part of the figures depicts forces, and bottom 
part depicts velocities. The adhesion force is used as a 
basement that represents the highest possible achievable 
adhesion. The applied tractive forces have to be below the 
adhesion force to avoid slippage creation and the distance 
from the adhesion force is expresses regulatory quality of 
the slip controller. The adhesion force decreases at time 3 
second and then starts to increase to the original value. 
The slip controller reaction in this part is crucial for 
comparison of the slip controller reaction. The figures 
compare the slip controller that estimates the slope of the 
adhesion characteristic with the method that keeps the slip 
velocity at the constant value. The slip controllers that 
determine the slope of the adhesion characteristic is based 
on the Kalman filter (marked as KF in the legend), 
disturbance observer (marked as DO) and phase shift 
(marked as phase). 

Simulation results for dry rails are depicted in Fig. 7. 
All tractive forces are below the adhesion force. The 
highest tractive force and thus, the highest adhesion 
utilisation have the slip controller based on the phase shift 
determination and slip controller that control slip velocity 
to the constant value. However, the slip controller that 
determines the phase shift has the highest slip velocity that 
increases the wear of the wheels and rails. Although the 
slip controller has the best results, the controller should be 
set to have a lower slip velocity, and the results would be 
similar to the slip controller based on the Kalman filter. 
Note that there is a visible excitation signal on the torque 
and velocity of the slip controller that determines the slope 
of the adhesion characteristic from the phase shift. 

Simulation results for wet rails are depicted in Fig. 8. 
The best results in the case produce the slip controller 
based on the Kalman filter because it has the highest 
average force with low slip velocity. The slip controller 
that controls the slip velocity has the worst results because 
the maximum point of the adhesion characteristic is 
located at higher slip velocity, and the slip controller 
cannot utilise the available adhesion. 
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Fig. 7 Simulation results of selected slip controllers for dry rails 

 

Fig. 8 Simulation results of selected slip controllers for wet rails 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

The slip controllers are a crucial part of railways 
traction vehicles because they enable to reach high tractive 
effort and speed during all conditions. Moreover, the slip 
controllers increase the economy of operation by 
decreasing wear of wheels and rails and can avoid train 
delay. The paper summarises developed approaches to slip 
control. The slip controllers were gradually developed 
from simple methods that were only protection or control 
the slip velocity to the constant value to the modern slip 
controllers based on complicated algorithms. The slip 
control is inseparable from the adhesion. Therefore, the 
paper starts with the description of the adhesion and its 
relation to wheel slip. Then, the existing slip controllers 
are sorted into groups. The methods based on the 
detection of the slope of the adhesion slip characteristic. 
However, from the simulation results, it is clear that the 
estimation has to be made by a stochastic filter, e.g. 

Kalman filter or method that must change complete 
locomotive control. 
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Sivkov, O., Musalek, L., Novak, J., Novak, M., Chysky, J. and Novak. L.: Development of Urban Electric Bus 

Drivetrain    

The development of the drivetrain for a new series of urban electric buses is presented in the paper. The traction 

and design properties of several drive variants are compared. The efficiency of the drive was tested using 

simulation calculations of the vehicle rides based on data from real bus lines in Prague. The results of the design 

work and simulation calculations are presented in the paper. 

 

Zoubek, O., Musil, T.: High Performance IIR Filter FPGA Implementation Utilizing SOS Microcode Core  

This paper discusses the methods of optimal IIR filter FPGA implementation. The methods are focused on the 

reduction of occupied resources and increasing data throughput. Higher demands on an internal controller 

complexity are successfully solved by utilizing programmable microcode controller. The novelty of SOS core 

and its capabilities are presented and different variants of SOS core are assessed. The workflow of IIR filter 

design using MATLAB considering rounded coefficient method is demonstrated. 

 

Pichlík, P.: Summary of the Modern Wheel Slip Controller Principles   

Railway traction vehicles need to transfer high tractive effort from wheels to rails. The task is complicated 

because the maximum transferable force continuously changes during the train run, and the change can lead to 

the high wheels slip velocity or slippage. The effects are undesirable and must be prevented if it is possible or at 

least limited by slip controllers. There have been several slip controllers developed based on different principles 

with different degree of complexity and efficiency. The paper summarises principles of the slip control methods 

and brings their overview with the simulation of their behaviour 

 


